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Abstract
Among the various phenomena of society crime is of great importance and this importance originated from this matter that human is needs security based on his instinct. Crime prevention and the issues raised related to it always are of the most important and common issues of policy Science that the perspective of criminology, never being neglected and forgotten by criminologists, psychologists and sociologists. On the other hand, hijab has a vital role in supplying the intellectual and psychological securing in society. So the aim of this paper was to investigate the relationship between these two variables (i.e. hijab & crime). Because Islam is a comprehensive religion has the program in all aspects of human life and in this context the importance of crime prevention in the community has also been neglected and a lot of thoughts for success in this sphere has forecast that the hijab is of such thoughts. And observation the hijab can be used in all types of crime prevention, including social situation prevention and the growth of the effective circuit. In this paper, after a brief description of the concepts of prevention, there would be discussion on how to hijab effect on each types of prevention, separately.
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Introduction
Islam is a comprehensive plan that is based on human nature and included all spiritual, social, economic, legal, doctrinal, emotional materials of the individual life and stated principles of each with a pleasant manner and the most realistic vision for all generations and all classes in every time and place. European Islamologists, according to the depth and size of their review, confessed to the all-inclusiveness of Islamic law and admitted it. (The editorial staff of the Institute of Religion, 319: 1975). This all-encompassing Islamic teachings of Islam has the program in all fields, including in the field of criminal policy have been taken all appropriate measures which are pre-crime and post-it. These measures make up preventive measures before committing the crime that included Islam the bulk of Islam constitute criminal policy Islam means efforts to prevent and correct way of interaction between humans and this show the fact that the practice based on Islamic policies and programs of the holy book does not turn into punishment. (Salarzayy and John John, 116: 2011)

The hijab is one of the preventive measures that is established to reduce the trauma and the prevention of crime. Unfortunately, being unaware of the benefits of the hijab makes the teaching of religious unuseful. What matters is the subject of this article is acquiring with knowledge of another benefits of the hijab to create interest in it and prevent it from fading in the community. This article has an important role in crime prevention, so descriptive and analytical methods has been used to investigate the role of the hijab in the prevention of crime.

Implications
It is first necessary to have a slightly discussion on hijab and its prevention for a detailed understanding of the issue.
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The concept of hijab
The Hijab literally means curtain, robes, burqa (Amid, vol. 1, 1977: 779) states. The hijab meant to cover women stems from literally Since the curtain, due to this matter that wear is anything that is placed behind it. (Bahrazade and Lotfi, 2011: 111).

Need to cover and avoid to nudity the tendencies of human nature that God has put it in human existence. The man from the beginning of creation covered their bodies by the innate desire and if it was not they were not different from animals.

Islam, according to the existence structure and nature of human knows hijab as the most important guarantee of the female characters. In all religions, the issue of chastity and the veil has been considered, but always there are also extremes and limitations. Islam did not establish the hijab law but regulate and balance it to be consistent with the spirit and human nature of women. So, hijab is a kind of protection for social and psychological harm, including body veil, eye veil, the hijab of the Word and the inner hijab, etc. (Ahmadi et al, 2010: 97)

The concept of prevention
Prevention of crime means the way of elimination of the cause of crime, which requires scientific-research organization (Ahmadi, 110: 2007). The issue of criminology is preventive action that is govern the actions of crime or criminal behavior even after the reaction by policy makers working in both national and transnational criminal.

The aforementioned action has no criminal description principally. Preventive criminology is a branch of applied criminology that examines scientific fight instruments against crime. (Mousavi Mojab, 2010-2011, 4) The investigation on the issue of crime prevention in applied criminology and in forensic applications whether pre-emptive is because of its important role in reducing crimes.

Typically, we think about social and situational prevention in talking about the issue of crime prevention. Sometimes, crime prevention is based on the need for change and adjustment of criminal character and social conditions that are known to social protection. Crime prevention requires a change in a particular environment or situation that is called situational prevention in this action. Prevention or early developmental intervention in different periods of growth also represents a juvenile delinquent, deviant, or at risk of chronic delinquency or crime in order to prevent in the future and in adulthood. (Ibid.)

Research questions
1. Does hijab can help prevent crime?
2. Do religious beliefs play a role in reforming criminal?

The role of hijab in social prevention
As mentioned above, in the prevention of social change has been considered social conditions and criminal character. In fact, committing the crime is the result several reasons that are analyzed in forensic science. One of the reasons that is effective in committing is "mental disorder" of criminal that the prevention of this owing to initiatives in the fields of crime prevention through social functions; therefore, anything that can be effective in creating mental health, also lead to social prevention of crime. In this respect, because of role of the hijab in the maintenance of mental health is significant in the discussion of social protection.

Mental health is relatively stable state of person that can be good compromise, has self-interest and passion for life and is in the way of self-making. (Rajabi, 2010: 16) Hijab through the field of prevention of feelings of deprivation and insecurity provides benefits of mental health.

The role of hijab in preventing the feeling of deprivation
Lack of privacy between men and women and freedom of association by unbound increase sexual excitement and helps inflammation. Sexual instinct is as strong instinct and deep as the sea.
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becomes more obedient and more rebellious. Human spirit is extremely irritable and irritability is not limited to a certain extent. On the other hand, the unlimited demand isn’t possible and always it is associated with a sense of deprivation to achieve dreams, and that is leading to mental disorders and mental illness. (Motahari, 1989: 77)

Hijab prevents the stimulation of strange men, preventing them from disrupting their minds and nerves, thus, in the prevention of crime and deviance those affected have been by stress resulting from a feeling of deprivation and commit a crime.

**The role of hijab in the prevention of insecurity**

Security is infrastructure needs of growing prosperity of the human personality which is impaired personality development if it would unfulfilled, If people, in everyday life and in the surrounding environment, constantly are in fear and unsafe feeling, they may be anxious gradually.

Women's personality is more vulnerable in characteristics and social status, they need a greater requirement for security because there are always men in the world that by having deflection fields are patient heart in the words of the Quran, the patient and they lost autonomy by watching any dramatic scenes of sex and disrespect to women.

Sometimes, these mental disease leads to kidnapping and murder that lost women's life, peace and their mental health. (Rajabi, Pishin: 19) But the hijab protects women against such people, so creating protection is the fruits of the hijab for women that the lack of it lose their peace and lead to mental illness. Since these mental illness can be certain crime areas in the future in some of their women, Hijab, the prevention of this type of mental illness indirectly contribute to crime prevention. Aside from all the foregoing, the hijab not only creates a sense of security in woman;

But, he also leads to a sense of security because the community never separated men from women. Men are dependent to some women, such as their mothers, sisters and wives. Thus ensuring about their safety of family leads to safe and secure feeling in men. This matter releases men on concerns that lead to the denial of mental health due to insecurity in the long run.

**The role of hijab in state prevention of crime**

State prevention is monitoring the situation, circumstances and conditions under which offenders are on the verge of committing a crime. The situation in criminology, pre-conditions or conditions to the criminal delinquency are known as the transition from thought to stimulate or facilitate a criminal act and play a decisive role in it. Crime is considered one of the items (Najafi Abrand Abadi, 580: 2010). According to this issue, we can say that having the hijab is also considered as the case of measures to prevent crime in women. However, on suspicion of feminism, these measures may be limited women, but indolence prevented rational decisions about the safety (AL Aryng, 148: 2007)

In fact, the hijab can be a resistance factor that cause to increase the strength of the community and help people against crime (Javan Jafari and Syed zade. Sani, 42: 2012); because the hijab, like a gem hidden chest that makes women look beautiful and it will prevent theft.

That is why hijab from the woman can help self-control and avoid inciting in the men. As self-control means to achieve self-control and ensure that individuals can mean a lot of thoughts, feelings and self-control. (Kiozy Argras, 207: 2007). In this way, the hijab can be used as one of the situational thought in discussing situational crime prevention.

**Role of the hijab in growth-oriented or early developmental prevention**

As previously mentioned, prevention-oriented growth has sought to identify risk factors, strengthen protective factors, early intervention and the stability of the people in crime prevention. In other words, it attempts to prevent the adoption of appropriate measures to establish early psychological-social and criminal behavior in individuals.
These measures should prevent potential conflicts ahead of the usual risk factors that children are not exposed to it. Therefore, the aim of preventing growth-oriented intervention in the age of a child is to prevent crime in the future. By identifying areas of crime can be offset fields and found the risk for children and teenagers.

Because deviation and dangerous conditions are criminal background and any fight and act against crimes committed by children and adolescents depend on elimination of deviant behavior and lead to dangerous conditions the conditions in which they lived and bred on them. Risk factors may be more likely to increase commit criminal behavior in children and are the main places from society or leads from personal characteristics.

Family environment is an environment in which a child is born, flourish, and then his/her grows, practices, behaviors and habits affected by the environment undoubtedly and, in fact, they are behaviors, imitations or reactions that he/she shows in front of this small community and people who live with them.

Status and stability of this continuum environment are important on forming children's character, are importance and, ethics and emotions and on the other hand, is a family place that is somewhat provides remarkable way of future thinking and social approach on child. It may be has several risks with different nature. Hypocrisy, conflict and permanent contention of parents and relatives leaves bad effects on the psyche of the child.

Child is uninterested in education due to the lack of mental relaxation and he/she constantly anxious and distressed and not stable. The effects of this discomfort present as disobedience, aggression, defiance of social etiquette or of indifference and isolation and lead to different crime. (Motevalizadeh Naini, 128: 2007)

There is no doubt that anything that would strengthen family ties and causes the intimacy of the couple's relationship is useful for the family and it should be given utmost effort and vice versa. Anything that causes weakness and despondency of family life particularly the future of children is harmful and should be combated with it.

Allocation sexual requirement to family and the legitimate marriage has been tied the couple's connection to each other. The philosophy of cover and prohibit sexual success from non-legitimate wife is that legal spouse of the person cause happy psychologically from point of society while in the success of liberty success, the legal wife is counted as one competitor and psychologically disturbed and so the family foundation builds based on enmity and hatred.

**Conclusion**

Hijab as a religious doctrine plays an undeniable role in the prevention of crime. In fact, the founder of Islam recommends Hijab to prevent contamination of Muslims to sin. Preserving the hijab from the woman is effective on the prevention of the banality of her own, her family and society, which is this impact is clear on all types of crime prevention include social state and growth-oriented.

Hijab, by tightening the foundation of the family is effective on the children's development process and helps prevent the growth orbit. In addition, hijab education to adolescent girls causes modesty in their behavior that led to the institutionalization of crimes against chastity by them in the future, so the hijab role is significant in preventing growth based.
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